GaN and its alloys are widely employed on optoelectronic devices, such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs), because they have a wide direct bandgap, high thermal stability, and unusual chemical stability. However, their excellent chemical stability also makes wet chemical etching difficult. Most methods of GaN etching involve dry etching processes such as reactive ion etching or inductively coupled plasma etching. While dry etching has favorable characteristics, including a high etching rate and the ability to yield vertical sidewalls, it also has several disadvantages, including the damage caused by ion bombardment and the difficulty of obtaining smoothly etched sidewalls. Furthermore, tunnel structures buried in semiconductors cannot be realized by dry etching or photoenhanced electrochemical (PEC) techniques. Numerous research groups demonstrated PEC etching techniques,4-16 but in most cases the etched surfaces of GaN were roughened.

In this article, extended microtunnels (EMTs) in GaN were prepared by wet chemical etching with an average etching rate of more than 15 μm/min. The etch stop facets of EMTs are the [11̄22] or [10̄1̄1] crystal planes, depending on the direction of the designed patterns of epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) directions. Several groups have tried to grow semipolar LEDs or LDs on [11̄22], [10̄1̄1], and [11̄1̄1] GaN crystal facets, which could result in higher-power or lower-threshold devices due to the reduced internal piezoelectric polarization field,17-24 but the properties of these facets are still not clearly understood to this date. GaN EMTs are demonstrated in this report to further understand the etching properties of these facets. These microtunnels offer a channel for microfluidic studies, especially in the applications of microelectromechanical systems.25

All of the samples herein consist of several tens of micrometers of GaN thickness grown by hydride vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE) on sapphire substrates. In the first growth process, a 4 μm thick GaN template was grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition on a (0001) c-plane sapphire substrate. The second growth process was the deposition of a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Then, standard photolithography was performed to fabricate the stripes of a 5 μm wide SiO2 mask separated by 5 μm wide windows in the ⟨1100⟩ and ⟨1120⟩ directions of GaN. Subsequently, the GaN layer with the patterned SiO2 mask was used as an ELOG template for the regrowth of a thick GaN film of several tens of micrometers by HVPE at 1050°C. Ammonia gas was used as a nitrogen source and the GaCl generated by liquid Ga metal and HCl gas at 850°C was used as the Ga source. After the GaN regrowth by the HVPE system, the samples were sliced into small pieces for wet chemical etching, which was conducted in molten KOH between 170 and 250°C. Long-distance EMTs buried in GaN were obtained after wet chemical etching in the molten KOH.

Figure 1 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the initial state of GaN EMT formation in the molten KOH. First, the SiO2 layer was removed by the molten KOH. After the SiO2 was removed, the GaN right above the SiO2 mask region starts to be etched by the molten KOH. When the etchant reached the etch stop planes, the GaN EMTs formed. The etching mechanism of GaN EMTs by the molten KOH has been described in detail elsewhere.26,27 Figure 2 shows the cross-sectional SEM images of ELOG stripes in two directions after wet chemical etching. As presented in Fig. 2a and b, when the SiO2 stripes were aligned in the ⟨1100⟩ direction of GaN, the sidewall of GaN EMTs had a 58° angle after the wet chemical etching, corresponding to the ⟨11̄22⟩ crystal facets of GaN. As shown in Fig. 2c and d, when the SiO2 stripes were aligned in the ⟨1120⟩ direction, the sidewalls of the GaN EMTs were at 62°, corresponding to the ⟨10̄1̄1⟩ crystal facets.

The depths of the GaN tunnels for two SiO2 stripes in two directions were measured individually under an optical microscope. The etching rates of the tunnels differed in the axial direction, as shown in Fig. 3. The etching rate of the tunnels in the ⟨1100⟩ direction substantially exceeds that in the tunnels in the ⟨1120⟩ direction. The
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**Figure 1.** (Color online) Cross-sectional SEM image of the initial state of GaN tunnels along the ⟨1120⟩ direction in the molten KOH etching.
The stability of the planes, mainly due to lower density of nitrogen atoms or surface energy. The stability of the planes makes the cross-section size of GaN EMTs along the (1120) direction larger than that along the (1100) direction. The etchant exchange in tunnels with larger cross section is easier than the small one. It makes the axial etching rate of tunnels along the (1120) direction lower than that in the (1100) direction.

Figure 2. (Color online) SEM images of cross sections of GaN after the wet chemical etching. (a) Tunnels aligned along the (1100) direction. (b) Magnified image of one tunnel in the (1100) direction with an inclined angle of 58°. (c) Tunnels aligned in the (1120) direction. (d) Magnified image of one tunnel in the (1100) direction with an inclined angle of 62°.

Factors that may influence the etching rate of GaN EMTs include the width and thickness of the SiO2 mask, the removal rate of the SiO2 mask, the etching rate of the nitrogen-face GaN, and the etching rates of the various special crystal facets of GaN. The first three factors are the same for tunnels in different directions, so the factor that is most probably responsible for the variation in axial etching rates is the variation among etching rates of the {1011} and {1122} planes of GaN. The {1011} family of planes of GaN is more stable and hardly etched by wet chemical etching than the {1122} family of planes, mainly due to lower density of nitrogen atoms or surface energy. The stability of the {1011} family of planes makes the cross-section size of GaN EMTs along the (1120) direction larger than that in the (1100) direction. The etchant exchange in tunnels with larger cross section is easier than the small one. It makes the axial etching rate of tunnels along the (1120) direction lower than that in the (1100) direction.

Figure 4 plots the etching depths of GaN tunnels in two directions at various etching temperatures. The etching rate of GaN tunnels depended strongly on temperature. In this investigation, the etching temperature was between 170 and 250°C. When the etching temperature was below 190°C, the etching rate became very low in both directions of the tunnels. In Fig. 4a, the tunnels of GaN were aligned in the (1100) direction. The etching rate declined as the etching time increased, as presented in Fig. 4a. In the first 30 min of wet chemical etching at 250°C, the mean etching rate was higher than 15 μm/min. However, after 90 min of etching, the mean etching rate attenuated to 8 μm/min at the same temperature. Although the etching rate declined with the reaction time, it still exceeded that of dry or PEC etching. In Fig. 4b, the tunnels of GaN were aligned in the (1120) direction. The decline in the etching rate with the reaction time was not observed in these samples, and the etching rate of GaN tunnels was almost one-half of that of tunnels in the (1100) direction at the same temperature, because the etching rate of GaN EMTs was limited by the slowest etching rate along the (1100) direction.

Figure 3. (Color online) Plot of the depth of GaN tunnels in different directions as a function of etchant temperature at a fixed etching time of 30 min in the molten KOH.
the GaN tunnels along the (11\(\overline{2}\)0) direction was much lower than that along the (1\(\overline{1}\)0) direction, and no clear attenuation was observed during 90 min of reaction.

For understanding the characteristics of the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) and \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) planes of GaN, the etching rates and the activation energies in the molten KOH for the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) and \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) families of planes were determined in the GaN tunnels. First, all of the samples were etched by the molten KOH to form well-shaped triangular microtunnels, as presented in Fig. 5a and c. The chemical etching was then maintained to expand the tunnels, as shown in Fig. 5b and d. The etching rates of the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) and \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) families of planes were measured from the cross section of all samples. Figure 6 shows the Arrhenius plot of the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) and \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) families of planes of GaN. Two different etching rates were recorded at each temperature. The activation energies that corresponded to the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) and \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) facets were 23 kcal/mol. The activation energy of the \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) and \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) facets of GaN indicated that the etching was reaction-rate-limited. If the etching rate had been diffusion-limited, the activation energy in the 1–6 kcal/mol range would be expected. The characteristics being

**Figure 5.** (Color online) Cross-sectional structure of GaN EMTs (a) beginning to form well-shaped triangular tunnels and (b) forming larger triangular tunnels upon facet etching.

**Figure 6.** (Color online) Arrhenius plot of etching rates of two crystal facets of GaN. Solid and hollow dot symbols represent the etching rates on the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) and \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) crystal facets, respectively.

Reaction-rate-limited implied a higher crystal quality.\textsuperscript{34-37} The activation energy obtained herein can be compared with that obtained by Stocker et al.\textsuperscript{35,38} They determined the activation energy of \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) and \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) crystal facets of GaN. Their results are very close to those obtained herein.

In conclusion, extended microtunnels in different directions with triangular cross sections were formed in thick GaN films on specially designed ELOG structures. For tunnels in the (1\(\overline{1}\)0) direction, the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) family of planes were the etch stop planes, while for tunnels in the (1\(\overline{1}\)0) direction, the \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) family of planes were the more stable planes. The activation energies of wet chemical etching for the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) family of planes and the \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) planes were determined to be 23 kcal/mol. The \(\{10\overline{1}\}\) family of planes were more stable and harder to etch than the \(\{11\overline{2}\}\) family of planes. Consequently, the depths of the tunnels in the (1\(\overline{1}\)0) direction were more than twice deeper than those along the (1\(\overline{1}\)0) direction. The highest etching rate of the tunnels along the axial direction was 1000 \(\mu\)m/h. These straight triangular microtunnels with well-formed sidewalls may serve as a vehicle for microfluid applications.
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